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All About Brown Bears information Booklet is part of All About Brown Bears 4 page booklet.

This will help students to read and learn about Brown Bears.

Teaching students about animals is part of Science.
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About Brown Bears

Brown Bears are mammals.

Brown Bears have shaggy-haired dark brown coloured fur.

Brown Bears have 4 legs and hump shoulders. Also they have very sharp claws and sharp teeth. Brown Bears are fast runners and very good swimmers too.

Where do Brown Bears Live?

Brown Bears live in North America, Asia and Europe. Also Brown Bears can be found in Grasslands, Forests, Mountains and Tundra.
What do Brown Bears Eat?

Brown Bears are omnivorous. They like to eat wild berries, grass, leaves, fish, worms, ants, other insects and small animals. Also plants is their main diet.

Brown Bears are excellent at fishing and each bear has a favorite spot to catch salmon fish.

Hibernation

Brown Bears hibernate in the winter time. They fall deeply a sleep in their dens or caves all winter long.
As spring comes Brown Bears wake up from their long winter sleep.

Life Span

Brown Bears can live up to 25 years in the wild.

Heights and Weight

Male Brown Bears can weigh about 400 to 1200 pounds and females Brown Bears can weigh about 300 to 800 pounds.

Male Brown Bears length is 6 to 9 feet long and females Brown Bears length is 5 to 8 feet long.

Fun Fact About Brown Bears

Brown Bears can climb trees but only when they are cubs! As they become adults they become too heavy for climbing trees.

Mother Brown Bears teach their young cubs how to climb trees.